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IRISH ALT COUNTRY/ROOTS SINGER-SONGWRITER RELEASES MUCH-ANTICIPATED SECOND 
ALBUM, A POLITICAL AND PERSONAL STATEMENT OF OUR TIMES 

Album release date 15 September 2017 

Unbroken Line is the second album from Irish 
singer-songwriter Ciara Sidine. It sees Sidine 
employ her remarkable vocal range to 
present songs which offer an often searing 
critique of the past and present of Irish 
society, interspersed with material evoking 
the languid warmth of mid-20th century 
female singers such as Billie Holiday.  

Following on her acclaimed 2011 debut 
Shadow Road Shining, Unbroken Line is an 
album for our times. Suffused with themes 

of social justice, Sidine’s songs range from reclaiming the voices of women from Ireland’s 
Mother and Baby Homes (‘Finest Flower’) to the ongoing fight for women’s bodily 
autonomy (‘Trouble Come Find Me’), through to anger at a church that refuses to take 
responsibility for its crimes against children (‘Let the Rain Fall’), and on to a playful song 
about love and equality (‘Lemme Drive Your Train’). 

Unlike the path more traditionally tread by Irish songwriters, of working in a recognisably 
homegrown idiom, Sidine draws on the Americana/Roots and Country/Blues genres to 
explore themes which, though framed by an undeniably local social and political landscape, 
make for a fresh take on an established sound, creating a compelling journey into territories 
diverse yet united; familiar yet new.   

Conor Brady’s guitars range from alt country to jazz improv with shades of Rory Gallagher, 
JJ Cale, Bill Frisell and the anti-rock stylings of Marc Ribot. (Or in his own words: ‘Tries hard 
to play guitar in tune, in time, and avoid clichés. And Thinks Too Much About It.’) 

There’s an organic feel to percussionist Dave Hingerty’s approach, his sticks and brushes 
variously dancing lightly over his kit or explosively driving on the music in tandem with 
bassist Robbie Malone’s sinuous lines. Keyboardist Justin Carroll’s warm sounds at times 
recall Dylan’s mid-60s sessions…But the common bond is also the musical core of the album:  
the infinite reach of Ciara Sidine’s voice combined with a plethora of artfully crafted songs  
by turns soaring and joyous, furious and sweet.    

The singer-songwriter – also a leading Irish book editor who has published many of Ireland’s 
leading writers and personalities over two decades including John Banville, Tana French and 



Joe Duffy – says of her upcoming new album: ‘It has been some time in the making and I’m 
excited to be going out there with new music. The creative journey of Unbroken Line has 
had twists and turns, and the songs reflect that.  

 ‘It’s very easy to buy into an idea of brokenness in the world, because there is plenty of 
evidence for it, in the political landscape, the environmental one, the human rights’ one – 
and sometimes the personal one. It can be easy to forget that there is much to be 
celebrated, even amidst turmoil. The title track came out of my own efforts to find a 
sustaining connection in difficult times – for me, it came through music. There is a line of 
song that reaches into the past and will extend into the future, long after we’re gone. To be 
alive, to make music, to do whatever we do is easier when we can connect to something 
greater than ourselves. Going back to the source, in this case the musical roots that inspire 
me, I find there a sense that, whatever our individual journeys, we are all walking “towards 
the borders of the night”, more together than we are apart.’ 

Acclaimed Irish writer Joseph O’Connor was inspired to write a poem, ‘Sidine Street’, on 
hearing Unbroken Line: ‘I’ve long been a fan of Ciara’s work and on listening to her powerful 
new album, with its blissful melodies and compelling lyrics, I was inspired to write the 
poem… For me, the test for a great writer and singer is to ask, “are you brought somewhere 
by this experience?” And “Sidine Street” is the map of where I was brought: a shimmering, 
vivid, memorably beautiful place.’ 

Unbroken Line is co-produced by Sidine and Conor Brady, the cream of Irish musicians 
feature on the record including Brady himself (Toots and the Maytals, Terence Trent 
D’Arby and George Martin), Robbie Malone (David Gray), Dave Hingerty (The 
Frames/Swell Season), Justin Carroll (Van Morrison) and revered Irish blues and country 
guitarist NC Lawlor.  

Sidine’s singing has drawn comparisons to Maria McKee, Alison Krauss, Emmylou Harris and, 
closer to home, Mary Black, but her style is very much her own. Unbroken Line is a 
remarkable showcase of this. 

Through depths of pasts. The glittered, graved tiles.  
Through everything written in water.  
Through Atlantics of stories, by the corals of a thought.  
Love poems. Tracts. Archipelagos of facts.   
Melodies reminted. Love affairs sung.  
The small things recorded, for no other reason  
Than a fellowship with the possible; a faith-keeping.   
To say: there are importances.  
Other solidarities; versions.  
We are not here to be advertised-to, or lied-to, or to hate.  
To grub in dark spaces, afraid of ever knowing.  
We are here to be better. To know more deeply what we are.  



Old maps. Forgotten bindings. We too are bound.  
I don’t want to be alone. I want to hear her music.  

From ‘Sidine Street’ by Joseph O’Connor, inspired by Unbroken Line 
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Launch gig Sugar Club 21 September 2017 with Ciara Sidine band. 
http://www.thesugarclub.com/listings/event/ciara-sidine 

 
Live video Trouble Come Find Me: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hlf4EBhLhoY 
 
 
For further information or to interview Ciara contact Olivia Morahan, 087 9583007 
omorahan@gmail.com  
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